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Abstract

Understanding attitudes expressed in texts,001
also known as stance detection, plays an im-002
portant role in systems for detecting false infor-003
mation online, be it misinformation (uninten-004
tionally false) or disinformation (intentionally005
false information). Stance detection has been006
framed in different ways, including (a) as a007
component of fact-checking, rumour detection,008
and detecting previously fact-checked claims,009
or (b) as a task in its own right. While there010
have been prior efforts to contrast stance detec-011
tion with other related tasks such as argumenta-012
tion mining and sentiment analysis, there is no013
existing survey on examining the relationship014
between stance detection and mis- and disin-015
formation detection. Here, we aim to bridge016
this gap by reviewing and analysing existing017
work in this area, with mis- and disinformation018
in focus, and discussing lessons learnt and fu-019
ture challenges.020

1 Introduction021

The past decade is characterized by a rapid growth022

in popularity of social media platforms such as023

Facebook, Twitter, Reddit, and more recently, Par-024

ler. This, in turn, has led to a flood of dubious con-025

tent, especially during controversial events such026

as Brexit and the US presidential election. More027

recently, with the emergence of the COVID-19 pan-028

demic, social media were at the center of the first029

global infodemic (Alam et al., 2021), thus raising030

yet another red flag and a reminder of the need for031

effective mis- and disinformation detection online.032

In this survey, we examine the relationship be-033

tween automatically detecting false information034

online – including fact-checking, and detection035

of fake news, rumors, and hoaxes – and the core036

underlying Natural Language Processing (NLP)037

task needed to achieve this, namely stance detec-038

tion. Therein, we consider mis- and disinformation,039

which both refer to false information, though disin-040

formation has an additional intention to harm.041

Detecting and aggregating the expressed stances 042

towards a piece of information can be a power- 043

ful tool for a variety of tasks like understanding 044

ideological debates (Hasan and Ng, 2014), gather- 045

ing different frames of a particular issue (Shurafa 046

et al., 2020) or determining the leanings of media 047

outlets (Stefanov et al., 2020). The task of stance 048

detection has been studied from different angles, 049

e.g., in political debates (Habernal et al., 2018), 050

for fact-checking (Thorne et al., 2018), or regard- 051

ing new products (Somasundaran et al., 2009). 052

Moreover, different types of text have been studied, 053

including social media posts (Zubiaga et al., 2016b) 054

and news articles (Pomerleau and Rao, 2017). Fi- 055

nally, stances expressed by different actors have 056

been considered, such as politicians (Johnson et 057

al., 2009), journalists (Hanselowski et al., 2019), 058

and users on the web (Derczynski et al., 2017). 059

There are some recent surveys related to stance 060

detection. Zubiaga et al. (2018a) discuss the role of 061

stance in rumour verification, ALDayel and Magdy 062

(2021) survey stance detection for social media, 063

and Küçük and Can (2020) survey stance detection 064

holistically, without a specific focus on veracity. 065

There are also surveys on fact checking (Thorne 066

and Vlachos, 2018; Guo et al., 2021), which men- 067

tion though do not exhaustively survey stance. 068

However, there is no existing overview of the 069

role different formulations of stance detection 070

play in the detection of false content. In that re- 071

spect, stance detection could be modelled as fact- 072

checking — to gather stances of users or texts to- 073

wards a claim or headline (to aid in fact checking 074

or studying misinformation) —, or a component of 075

a system that uses stance as part of its process of 076

determining the veracity of an input claim. This 077

paper aims to bridge this gap by surveying work 078

on stance for mis- and disinformation detection, in- 079

cluding task formulations, datasets, methods, from 080

which we draw conclusions and lessons learnt, and 081

a forecast of future research trends. 082
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Dataset Source(s) Target Context Evidence #Instances Task

English Datasets
Rumour Has It (Qazvinian et al., 2011) 7 Topic Tweet ) 10K Rumours
PHEME (Zubiaga et al., 2016b) 7 Claim Tweet : 4.5K Rumours
Emergent (Ferreira and Vlachos, 2016) N Headline Article∗ ) 2.6K Rumours
FNC-1 (Pomerleau and Rao, 2017) N Headline Article q 75K Fake news
RumourEval ’17 (Derczynski et al., 2017) 7 Implicit1 Tweet : 7.1K Rumours
FEVER (Thorne et al., 2018) · Claim Facts ) 185K Fact-checking
Snopes (Hanselowski et al., 2019) Snopes Claim Snippets ) 19.5K Fact-checking
RumourEval ’19 (Gorrell et al., 2019) 7\ Implicit1 Post : 8.5K Rumours
COVIDLies (Hossain et al., 2020) 7 Claim Tweet q 6.8K Misconceptions
TabFact (Chen et al., 2020) · Statement WikiTable ) 118K Fact-checking

Non-English Datasets
Arabic FC (Baly et al., 2018b) N Claim Document q 3K Fact-checking
DAST (Danish) (Lillie et al., 2019) \ Submission Comment : 3K Rumour
Croatian (Bošnjak and Karan, 2019) N Title Comment q 0.9K Claim verifiability
ANS (Arabic) (Khouja, 2020) N Claim Title q 3.8K Claim verification
Ara(bic)Stance (Alhindi et al., 2021) N Claim Title q 4K Claim verification

Table 1: Key characteristics of stance detection datasets for mis- and disinformation detection. #Instances denotes
dataset size as a whole; the numbers are in thousands (K) and are rounded to the hundreds. ∗the article’s body is
summarised. Sources: 7 Twitter, N News, ·ikipedia, \ Reddit. Evidence: q Single, ) Multiple, : Thread.

2 Stance and Factuality083

Here, we provide an overview of mis- and disin-084

formation detection settings for which stance de-085

tection has been applied. As shown in Figure 2,086

stance can be used (a) as a way to perform fact-087

checking, or more typically (b) as a component088

of a fact-checking pipeline. Table 1 provides an089

overview of the key characteristics of available090

datasets. We include the source from which the091

data is collected and the target1 towards which the092

stance is expressed in the provided context. We093

further show the type of evidence: Single is a sin-094

gle document/fact, Multiple is multiple pieces of095

textual evidence, often facts or documents, Thread096

is a (conversational) sequence of posts or a discus-097

sion. The final column is the type of the target Task.098

Finally, we present a dataset-agnostic summary099

of the terminology used for the different types of100

stance (see Figure 1), which we describe in a four-101

level taxonomy: (i) sources, i.e., where the dataset102

was collected from, (ii) inputs that represent the103

stance target (e.g., claim), and the accompanying104

context (e.g., news article), (iii) categorisation –105

meta-level characteristics of the input, and (iv) the106

textual object types for a particular stance scenario107

(e.g., topic, tweet, etc.). Appendix B discusses dif-108

ferent stance scenarios with corresponding contexts109

1The target can either be explicit, e.g., a topic such as
Public Healthcare, or implicit, where only the context is
present and the target is not directly available and is usu-
ally a topic (Derczynski et al., 2017; Gorrell et al., 2019), e.g.,
Germanwings, or ‘Prince to play in Toronto’. When the target
is implicit, the task becomes similar to sentiment analysis.

Figure 1: Types of stance. The Target is the object of
the stance expressed in the Context.

and targets, with illustrations in Table 2. 110

2.1 Fact-Checking as Stance Detection 111

As stance detection is the core task within fact- 112

checking, prior work has studied it in isolation, 113

e.g., predicting the stance towards one or more doc- 114

uments. More precisely, the stance of the textual 115

evidence(s) toward the target claim is considered 116

as a veracity label, as illustrated in Figure 2a. 117

Fact-Checking with One Evidence Document 118

Pomerleau and Rao (2017) organised the first Fake 119

News Challenge (FNC-1) with the aim of auto- 120

matically detecting fake news. The goal was to 121

detect the relatedness of a news article’s body w.r.t. 122

a headline (possibly from another news article), 123

based on the stance that the former takes regarding 124

the latter. The possible categories were positive, 125

negative, discuss, and unrelated. This was a stan- 126

dalone task, as it provides stance annotations only, 127
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(a) Stance detection as fact-checking

(b) Stance as a component of fact-checking pipeline

Figure 2: Two stance detection formulations.

omitting the actual “truth labels”, with the motiva-128

tion of assisting fact checkers in gathering several129

distinct arguments pertaining to a particular claim.130

Fact-Checking with Multiple Evidence Docu-131

ments The FEVER (Thorne et al., 2018, 2019)132

shared task was introduced in 2018 and extended in133

2019, with the goal of determining the veracity of a134

claim based on a set of statements from Wikipedia.135

However, claims can be composite and can contain136

multiple (contradicting) statements, which requires137

multi-hop reasoning. The claim–evidence pairs138

are annotated as SUPPORTED, REFUTED, and139

NOT ENOUGH INFO. The latter category includes140

claims that are either too general or too specific,141

and therefore cannot be supported or refuted by142

the available information in Wikipedia. This setup143

may help fact checkers understand the decisions a144

model made in their assessment of the veracity of145

a claim, or assist human fact checkers.146

The second edition (2019) of FEVER evaluated147

the robustness of models to adversarial attacks,148

where participants were tasked with providing new149

examples to “break” existing models, then pro-150

pose “fixes” to improve system robustness to at-151

tacks. Note that FEVER slightly differs from typi-152

cal stance detection, as it considers evidence sup-153

porting or refuting a claim, rather than the stance154

of an author towards a claim. An alternative way155

to look at this is in terms of argument reasoning,156

i.e., extracting and providing evidence for a claim.157

There is also a connection to Natural Language In-158

ference, i.e. determining the relationship between159

sentence pairs. We still view FEVER as requir-160

ing stance detection as it resembles FNC, which is161

commonly seen as a stance detection task.162

Apart from FEVER, Hanselowski et al. (2019) 163

presented a task constructed from manually fact- 164

checked claims on Snopes. For this task, a model 165

had to predict the stance of evidence sentences in 166

articles written by journalists towards claims. Un- 167

like FEVER, this task does not require multi-hop 168

reasoning. Chen et al. (2020) study the verification 169

of claims using tabular data. The TabFact dataset 170

was generated by human annotators who created 171

positive and negative statements about Wikipedia 172

tables. Two different forms of reasoning in a state- 173

ment are required: (i) linguistic, i.e., semantic-level 174

understanding, and (ii) symbolic, i.e., execution on 175

the tables’ structure. 176

2.2 Stance as a (Mis-/Dis-)information 177

Detection Component 178

Fully automated systems can assist in gauging the 179

extent, and studying the spread, of false informa- 180

tion that propagates online. Hence, in contrast to 181

the previously discussed applications of stance de- 182

tection – as a stand-alone system for identification 183

of mis- and disinformation, we here review its po- 184

tency to serve as a component in a larger automated 185

pipeline. Figure 2b shows an example of the setup, 186

which can also include steps such as modelling 187

the user, or profiling the media outlet among oth- 188

ers. We discuss in more details the topics of media 189

profiling, and misconceptions in Appendix C. 190

Rumors Stance detection can be used for rumour 191

detection and debunking, where the stance of the 192

crowd, media, or other sources towards a claim 193

are used to determine the veracity of a currently 194

circulating story or report of uncertain or doubtful 195

factuality. More formally, for a textual input and 196

a rumour expressed as text, stance detection here 197

is to determine the position of the text towards the 198

rumour as a category label from the set Support, 199

Deny, Query, Comment. Zubiaga et al. (2016b) 200

define these categories as whether the author: sup- 201

ports (Support) or denies (Deny) the veracity of 202

the rumour they are responding to, “asks for ad- 203

ditional evidence in relation to the veracity of the 204

rumour” (Query) or “makes their own comment 205

without a clear contribution to assessing the verac- 206

ity of the rumour” (Comment). This setup has been 207

widely explored for microblogs and social media. 208

Qazvinian et al. (2011) started with five rumours 209

and classified the user’s stance as endorse, deny, 210

unrelated, question, or neutral. While they are one 211

of the first to demonstrate the feasibility of this task 212
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formulation; the limited size of their study and the213

focus on assessing stance of individual posts means214

their study has a limited real-world applicability.215

Zubiaga et al. (2016b) analysed how people216

spread rumours on social media based on conver-217

sational threads. They included rumour threads218

associated with nine newsworthy events, and users’219

stance before and after the rumours were confirmed220

or denied. Dungs et al. (2018) continued this line221

of research, but focused on the effectiveness of222

stance for predicting rumour veracity. Hartmann223

et al. (2019) explored the flow of (dis-)information224

on Twitter after the MH17 Plane Crash.225

The two RumourEval (Derczynski et al., 2017;226

Gorrell et al., 2019) shared tasks on automated227

claim validation aimed to identify and handle ru-228

mours based on user reactions and ensuing con-229

versations in social media, offering annotations for230

both stance and veracity. The two editions of Ru-231

mourEval were similar in spirit, with the second232

one providing more tweets and also additionally233

Reddit posts. RumourEval demonstrated the impor-234

tance of modelling the context of a story instead of235

drawing conclusions based on a single post.236

Ferreira and Vlachos (2016) debunked rumours237

based on news articles as part of the Emergent238

project. They collected claims and news articles239

from rumour sites with annotations both for stance240

and for veracity, done by journalists. The goal was241

to use the stance of a news article (summarised242

into a single sentence) towards a claim as one of243

the components to determine its veracity. A down-244

side of this approach is the need of summarisation245

in contrast to FNC-1 (Pomerleau and Rao, 2017),246

where entire news articles were used.247

Multiple languages All the above research has fo-248

cused exclusively or primarily on English. Never-249

theless, interest in stance detection for other lan-250

guages has started to emerge. Baly et al. (2018b)251

integrated stance detection and fact-checking for252

Arabic in a single corpus. Khouja (2020) proposed253

a dataset for Arabic following the FEVER setup.254

Alhindi et al. (2021) introduced AraStance, a multi-255

country and multi-domain dataset of Arabic stance256

detection for fact-checking. Lillie et al. (2019)257

collected data for stance and veracity from Dan-258

ish Reddit threads, annotated using the (S)upport,259

(D)eny, (Q)uery, (C)omment schema Zubiaga et al.260

(2016b). Bošnjak and Karan (2019) studied stance261

detection, claim verification, and sentiment analy-262

sis of comments for Croatian news articles.263

3 Methods 264

In this section we discuss various ways to use 265

stance detection for mis- and disinformation detec- 266

tion. We outline the state-of-the-art in Appendix D. 267

Fact Checking as Stance Detection Here, we dis- 268

cuss approaches for stance detection in the context 269

of mis- and disinformation detection, where verac- 270

ity is modelled as stance detection as outlined in 271

Section 2.1. One such line of research is the Fake 272

News Challenge. The competition organisers used 273

weighted accuracy as an evaluation measure (FNC 274

score), to mitigate the impact of class imbalance. 275

Subsequently, Hanselowski et al. (2018a) criticized 276

FNC score and F1-micro, and argued in favour of 277

F1-macro (F1) instead. In the competition, most 278

teams used models based on rich hand-crafted fea- 279

tures such as words, word embeddings, and sen- 280

timent lexicons (Riedel et al., 2017; Hanselowski 281

et al., 2018a). Hanselowski et al. (2018a) showed 282

that the most important group of features were the 283

lexical ones, followed by features from topic mod- 284

els, while sentiment analysis did not help. Ghanem 285

et al. (2018) investigated the importance of lexical 286

cue words, and found that report and negation are 287

most beneficial, while knowledge and denial are 288

least useful. All the above models struggle to learn 289

the Disagree class, achieving up to 18 F1 due to 290

major class imbalance. In contrast, Unrelated is de- 291

tected almost perfectly by all models (over 99 F1). 292

Hanselowski et al. (2018a) showed that these mod- 293

els exploit the lexical overlap between the headline 294

and the document, but fail when there is a need 295

to model semantic relations or complex negation, 296

or to understand propositional content in general. 297

This can be attributed to the use of n-grams, topic 298

models, and lexicon-based features. 299

Mohtarami et al. (2018) investigated memory 300

networks, aiming to mitigate the impact of irrele- 301

vant and noisy information by learning a similarity 302

matrix and stance filtering component, and taking a 303

step towards explaining the stance of a given claim 304

by extracting meaningful snippets from evidence 305

documents. However, their model also performs 306

poorly on the Agree/Disagree classes due to the un- 307

supervised way of learning memory networks for 308

the task, i.e., there are no gold snippets justifying 309

the document’s stance w.r.t. the target claim. 310

More recently, transfer learning with pre- 311

trained Transformer models has been ex- 312

plored (Slovikovskaya and Attardi, 2020), 313

significantly surpassing results of previous 314
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approaches. Guderlei and Aßenmacher (2020)315

showed the most important hyper-parameter to be316

the learning rate, while freezing layers does not317

help. In particular, using a pre-trained Transformer318

such as RoBERTa, improves F1 for the Disagree319

(from 18 to 58) and the Agree (from 50 to 70)320

classes. The success of these models is also seen321

in cross-lingual settings. For Arabic, Khouja322

(2020) achieved 76.7 F1 on for stance detection323

on the ANS dataset using mBERT. Similarly,324

Hardalov et al. (2021b) applied pattern-exploiting325

training (PET) with sentiment pre-training in a326

cross-lingual setting showing sizeable improve-327

ments on 15 datasets. Alhindi et al. (2021) showed328

that language-specific pre-training was extremely329

important, also outperforming the state of the art330

on AraStance (52 F1) and Arabic FC (78 F1).331

Some formulations include an extra step for ev-332

idence retrieval, e.g. retrieving Wikipedia snip-333

pets for FEVER (Thorne et al., 2018). To evaluate334

the whole fact checking pipeline, they introduced335

the FEVER score – the proportion of claims for336

which both correct evidence is returned and a cor-337

rect label is predicted. The top systems that partici-338

pated in the FEVER competition Hanselowski et al.339

(2018b); Yoneda et al. (2018); Nie et al. (2019)340

used LSTM-based models for natural language in-341

ference, e.g., enhanced sequential inference model342

(ESIM Chen et al. (2017)). Nie et al. (2019) pro-343

posed a neural semantic matching network, which344

ranked first in the competition, achieving 64.2345

FEVER score. They used page view frequency346

and WordNet features in addition to pre-trained347

contextualized embeddings (Peters et al., 2018).348

More recent approaches used bi-directional349

attention (Li et al., 2018), a GPT language350

model (Malon, 2018; Yang et al., 2019), and graph351

neural networks (Zhou et al., 2019; Atanasov et al.,352

2019; Liu et al., 2020; Wang et al., 2020; Zhong353

et al., 2020; Weinzierl et al., 2021; Si et al., 2021).354

Zhou et al. (2019) showed that adding graph net-355

works on top of BERT can improve performance,356

reaching 67.1 FEVER score. Yet, the retrieval357

model is also important, e.g., using the gold ev-358

idence set adds 1.4 points. Liu et al. (2020); Zhong359

et al. (2020) replaced the retrieval model with360

a BERT-based one, in addition to using an im-361

proved mechanism to propagate the information362

between nodes in the graph, boosting the score363

to 70. Recently, Ye et al. (2020) experimented364

with a retriever that incorporates co-reference in365

distant-supervised pre-training (CorefRoBERTa). 366

Wang et al. (2020) added external knowledge to 367

build a contextualized semantic graph, setting a 368

new SOTA on Snopes. Si et al. (2021) improved 369

multi-hop reasoning using a model with eXtra Hop 370

attention Zhao et al. (2020)), a capsule network 371

aggregation layer, and LDA topic information. 372

Another notable idea is to use pre-trained lan- 373

guage models as fact checkers based on a masked 374

language modelling objective (Lee et al., 2020b), or 375

to use the perplexity of the entire claim with respect 376

to the target document (Lee et al., 2020a). Such 377

models do not require a retrieval step, as they use 378

the knowledge stored in language models. How- 379

ever, they are prone to biases in the patterns used, 380

e.g., they can predict date instead of city/country 381

and vice-versa when using “born in/on”. More- 382

over, the insufficient context can seriously confuse 383

them, e.g., for short claims with uncommon words 384

such as “Sarawak is a ...”, where it is hard to detect 385

the entity type. Finally, the performance of such 386

models remains well below supervised approaches; 387

even though recent work shows that few-shot train- 388

ing can improve results (Lee et al., 2021). 389

Error analysis suggests the main challenges 390

are (i) confusing the semantics at the sentence 391

level, (ii) sensitivity to spelling errors, (iii) lack 392

of relation between the article and the entities in 393

the claim, (vi) dependence on syntactic overlaps, 394

(v) embedding-level confusion, e.g., numbers tend 395

to have similar embeddings, similarly for months. 396

Threaded Stance An alternative setting are conver- 397

sational threads (Zubiaga et al., 2016b; Derczynski 398

et al., 2017; Gorrell et al., 2019). In contrast to 399

the single-task setup, which ignores or does not 400

provide additional context, here, important knowl- 401

edge can be gained from the structure of user in- 402

teractions. These approaches are mostly applied 403

as part of a larger system, e.g., for detecting and 404

debunking rumours (see Section 2.2, Rumours). 405

A common pattern is to use tree-like structured 406

models, fed with lexicon-based content format- 407

ting (Zubiaga et al., 2016a) or dictionary-based 408

token scores (Aker et al., 2017). Kumar and Carley 409

(2019) replaced CRFs with Binarised Constituency 410

Tree LSTMs, and used pre-trained embeddings to 411

encode the tweets. More recently, Tree (Ma and 412

Gao, 2020) and Hierarchical (Yu et al., 2020) Trans- 413

formers were proposed which combine post- and 414

thread-level representations for rumour debunking, 415

improving previous results on RumourEval ’17 (Yu 416
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et al., 2020). Kochkina et al. (2017, 2018) split con-417

versations into branches, modelling each branch418

with branched-LSTM and hand-crafted features,419

outperforming other systems at RumourEval ’17420

on stance detection (43.4 F1). Li et al. (2020) de-421

viated from this structure and modelled the con-422

versations as a graph. Tian et al. (2020) showed423

that pre-training on stance data yielded better rep-424

resentations for threaded tweets for downstream425

rumour detection. Yang et al. (2019) curated per-426

class pre-training data by adapting examples, not427

only from stance datasets, but also from tasks such428

as question answering achieving the highest F1429

(57.9) on the RumourEval ’19 stance detection430

task. Li et al. (2019a,b) additionally incorporated431

user credibility information, conversation structure,432

and other content-related features ranking 3rd on433

stance detection and 1st on veracity classification434

(RumourEval ’19). Finally, the stance of a post435

might not be expressed directly towards the root of436

the thread, thus the preceding posts must be also437

taken into account (Gorrell et al., 2019).438

A major challenge for all rumour detection439

datasets is the class distribution, e.g., the minor-440

ity class denying is extremely hard for models to441

learn, as even for strong systems such as Kochkina442

et al. (2017) the F1 for it is 0. Label semantics also443

appears to play a role as the querying label has a444

similar distribution, but much higher F1. Yet an-445

other factor is thread depth, as performance drops446

significant at higher depth, especially for the sup-447

porting class. On the positive side, using multi-task448

learning and incorporating stance detection labels449

into veracity detection yields a huge boost in per-450

formance (Gorrell et al., 2019; Yu et al., 2020).451

Another factor is the temporal dimension of452

posts in a thread (Lukasik et al., 2016; Veyseh453

et al., 2017; Dungs et al., 2018; Wei et al., 2019).454

In-depth data analysis (Zubiaga et al. (2016a,b);455

Kochkina et al. (2017); Wei et al. (2019); Ma and456

Gao (2020); Li et al. (2020); among others) shows457

interesting patterns along the temporal dimension:458

(i) source tweets (at zero depth) usually support the459

rumour and models often learn to detect that, (ii) it460

takes time for denying tweets to emerge, afterwards461

for false rumors their number increases quite sub-462

stantially, (iii) the proportion of querying tweets463

towards unverified rumors also shows an upward464

trend over time, but their overall number decreases.465

Multi-Dataset Learning (MDL) Mixing data466

from different domains and sources can improve467

the robustness of models. However, setups that 468

combine mis- and disinformation identification 469

with stance detection, outlined in Section 2, vary 470

in their annotation and labelling schemes, which 471

poses many challenges. 472

Earlier approaches focused only on the pre- 473

training of models on multiple tasks, e.g., Fang et al. 474

(2019) achieved state-of-the-art results on FNC-1 475

by fine-tuning on multiple tasks such as question 476

answering, natural language inference, etc., which 477

are weakly related to stance detection. Recently, 478

Schiller et al. (2021) proposed a stance detection 479

benchmark to evaluate the robustness of stance 480

models. They leveraged a pre-trained multi-task 481

deep neural network (MT-DNN Liu et al. (2019)) 482

and continued its training on all datasets simultane- 483

ously using multi-task learning, showing sizeable 484

improvements over strong baselines trained on in- 485

dividual datasets. Hardalov et al. (2021a) explored 486

the possibility of cross-domain learning from six- 487

teen stance detection datasets. They proposed a 488

novel architecture (MoLE), which combines do- 489

main adaptation techniques applied at different 490

stages of the modelling process (Luo et al., 2002) – 491

feature-level (Guo et al., 2018; Wright and Augen- 492

stein, 2020) and decision-level (Ganin and Lempit- 493

sky, 2015). They further integrated label embed- 494

dings (Augenstein et al., 2018), and eventually de- 495

veloped an end-to-end unsupervised framework for 496

predicting stance from a set of unseen target labels 497

(which are out-of-domain). Hardalov et al. (2021b) 498

explored PET (Schick and Schütze, 2021) for cross- 499

lingual setting, combining datasets with different la- 500

bel inventories. They do so by modelling the task as 501

a cloze question answering one, showing that MDL 502

helps somewhat for low-resource and substantively 503

for full-resource scenarios. Moreover, transferring 504

knowledge from English stance datasets and noisily 505

generated sentiment-based stance data can further 506

boost performance. 507

4 Lessons Learnt and Future Trends 508

Dataset Size A major limitation holding back the 509

performance of machine learning based stance de- 510

tection is the size of existing stance datasets, the 511

vast majority of which contain at most a few thou- 512

sand examples. Contrasted with the related task of 513

Natural Language Inference, where datasets such 514

as SNLI (Bowman et al., 2015) of more than half 515

a million samples have been collected, this is far 516

from optimal. Moreover, the small dataset sizes are 517
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often accompanied with skewed class distribution518

with very few examples from the minority classes,519

including many of the datasets in this study (Zubi-520

aga et al., 2016b; Derczynski et al., 2017; Pomer-521

leau and Rao, 2017; Baly et al., 2018b; Gorrell522

et al., 2019; Lillie et al., 2019; Alhindi et al., 2021).523

This can lead to a significant disparity for label524

performance as outlined in Section 3. Several tech-525

niques have been proposed for mitigating this, such526

as sampling strategies (Nie et al., 2019), weight-527

ing classes (Veyseh et al., 2017),2 crafting artificial528

examples from auxiliary tasks (Yang et al., 2019;529

Hardalov et al., 2021b), or training on multiple dat-530

sets (Schiller et al., 2021; Hardalov et al., 2021a,b).531

Data Mixing A potential way of overcoming the532

resource limitation and narrow focus of the data533

is to combine several datasets. Yet, as we previ-534

ously discussed (see Section 2), task definitions and535

label inventories vary across stance datasets. Fur-536

ther, large-scale studies of approaches that leverage537

the relationships between label inventories, or the538

similarity between datasets are still largely lack-539

ing. One promising direction is the use of label540

embeddings (Augenstein et al., 2018), as they offer541

a convenient way to learn interactions between dis-542

joint label sets that carry semantic relations. One543

such first study was recently presented by Hardalov544

et al. (2021a), which explored different strategies545

for leveraging inter-dataset signals and label inter-546

actions in both in- (seen targets) and out-of-domain547

(unseen targets) settings. This could help to over-548

come challenges faced by models trained on small-549

size datasets, and even smaller minority classes.550

Multilinguality Multi-linguality is important for551

several reasons: (i) the content may originate in552

various languages, (ii) the evidence or the stance553

may not be expressed in the same language, thus554

(iii) posing a challenge for fact-checkers, who555

might not be speakers of the language the claim556

was originally made in, and (iv) it adds more data557

that can be leveraged for modelling stance. Cur-558

rently, only a handful of datasets for factuality and559

stance cover languages other than English (see Ta-560

ble 1), and they are small in size and do not offer561

a cross-lingual setup. Recently, Vamvas and Sen-562

nrich (2020) proposed such a setup for three lan-563

guages for stance in debates, Schick and Schütze564

(2021) explored few-shot learning, and Hardalov565

et al. (2021b) extended that paradigm with sen-566

2Weighting is not trivial for some setups, e.g., threaded
stance (Zubiaga et al., 2018b)

timent and stance pre-training and evaluated on 567

twelve languages from various domains. 568

Since cultural norms and expressed linguistic 569

phenomena play a crucial role in understanding the 570

context of a claim (Sap et al., 2019), we do not ar- 571

gue for a completely language-agnostic framework. 572

Yet, empirically, training in cross-lingual setups 573

helps improve performance by leveraging better 574

representations by training on a similar language 575

or by acting as a regulariser. 576

Modelling Context Modelling context is a partic- 577

ularly important, yet challenging task. In many 578

cases, there is a need to consider the background 579

of the stance-taker as well as the characteristics of 580

the targeted object. In particular, in the context of 581

social media, one can provide information about 582

the users such as their previous activity, other users 583

they interact most with, the threads in which they 584

participate, or even their interests (Zubiaga et al., 585

2016b; Gorrell et al., 2019; Li et al., 2019b). The 586

context of the stance expressed in news articles is 587

related to the features of the media outlets, such 588

as source of funding, previously known biases, or 589

credibility (Baly et al., 2019a; Darwish et al., 2020; 590

Stefanov et al., 2020; Baly et al., 2020). When 591

using contextual information about the object, fac- 592

tual information about the real world, and the time 593

of posting are all important. Incorporating those 594

into a stance detection pipeline, while challenging, 595

paves the way towards a robust detection process. 596

Multimodal Content Spreading mis- and disinfor- 597

mation through multiple modalities is becoming 598

increasingly popular. One such example are Deep- 599

Fakes, i.e., synthetically created images or videos, 600

in which (usually) the face of one person is re- 601

placed with another person’s face. Another such 602

example are information propagation techniques 603

such as memetic warfare, i.e., the use of memes 604

for information warfare. Hence it is increasingly 605

important to combine different modalities to under- 606

stand the full context the stance is being expressed 607

in. Some work in this area is on fake news de- 608

tection for images (Nakamura et al., 2020), claim 609

verification for images (Zlatkova et al., 2019), or 610

searching for fact-checked information to alleviate 611

the spread of fake news (Vo and Lee, 2020). There 612

has been work on meme analysis for related tasks: 613

Hateful Memes Challenge (Kiela et al., 2020) and 614

SemEval-2021 Task 6 on Detection of Persuasion 615

Techniques in Texts and Images (Dimitrov et al., 616

2021). This line of research is especially relevant 617
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for mis- and disinformation tasks that depend on618

the wisdom of the crowd as expressed on social619

media (e.g., Twitter or Reddit) as it adds additional620

information sources (Qazvinian et al., 2011; Zubi-621

aga et al., 2016b; Derczynski et al., 2017; Hossain622

et al., 2020); see Section 4, Modelling context.623

Shades of Truth The notion of shades of truth is624

important in mis- and disinformation detection. For625

example, fact checking often goes beyond binary626

true/false labels, e.g., Nakov et al. (2018) used a627

third category half-true, Rashkin et al. (2017) in-628

cluded mixed and no factual evidence, and Wang629

(2017); Santia and Williams (2018) adopted an630

even finer-grained schema with six labels, includ-631

ing barely true and utterly false. We believe that632

such shades could be applied to stance and used633

in a larger pipeline. In fact, fine-grained labels are634

common for the related task of Sentiment Analy-635

sis (Pang and Lee, 2005; Rosenthal et al., 2017).636

Label Semantics As research in stance detection637

has evolved, so has the definition of the task and638

the label inventories, however they still do not cap-639

ture the strength of the expressed stance. As shown640

in Section 2 (also Appendix A), labels can vary641

based on the use case and the setting they are used642

in. Most researchers have adopted a variant of the643

Favour, Against, and Neither labels, or an extended644

schema such as (S)upport, (Q)uery, (D)eny, and645

(C)omment (Mohammad et al., 2016), but that is646

not enough to accurately assess stance. Further-647

more, adding label granularity can further improve648

transfer among dataset, as the stance labels already649

share some semantic similarities, however there650

can be mismatches in the label definitions (Schiller651

et al., 2021; Hardalov et al., 2021a,b).652

Explainability The ability to explain model de-653

cisions is important, especially for mis- and dis-654

information detection, as one could argue it is a655

crucial step towards adopting fully automated fact656

checking. FEVER 2.0 (Thorne et al., 2019) may657

be viewed as a step towards obtaining such expla-658

nations, e.g., there have been efforts to identify659

adversarial triggers that offer explanations for the660

vulnerabilities at the model level (Atanasova et al.,661

2020b). However, FEVER is artificially created662

and is limited to Wikipedia, which may not reflect663

real-world settings. To mitigate this, explanation by664

professional journalists can be found on fact check-665

ing websites, and can be further combined with666

stance detection in an automated system. A step667

in this direction is Atanasova et al. (2020a), who668

generated natural language explanations for claims 669

from PolitiFact given gold evidence document sum- 670

maries by journalists. Moreover, partial explana- 671

tions can be obtained automatically from the un- 672

derlying models, e.g., from memory networks (Mo- 673

htarami et al., 2018), attention weights (Zhou et al., 674

2019; Liu et al., 2020), or topic relations (Si et al., 675

2021). However, such approaches are limited as 676

they can require gold snippets justifying the doc- 677

ument’s stance, attention weights can be mislead- 678

ing (Jain and Wallace, 2019), and topics might be 679

noisy due to their unsupervised nature. Other ex- 680

isting systems (Popat et al., 2017, 2018; Nadeem 681

et al., 2019) offer explanations to a more limited 682

extent, highlighting span overlaps between the tar- 683

get text and the evidence documents. Overall, there 684

is a need for holistic and realistic explanations of 685

how a fact checking model arrived at its prediction. 686

Integration People question false information 687

more and tend to confirm true information (Men- 688

doza et al., 2010). Thus, stance can play a vital 689

role in verifying dubious content. In Appendix E, 690

we discuss existing systems and real-world appli- 691

cations of stance for mis- and disinformation iden- 692

tification in more detail. However, we argue that a 693

tighter integration between stance and fact check- 694

ing is needed. Stance can be expressed in different 695

forms, e.g., tweets, news articles, user posts, sen- 696

tences in Wikipedia, and Wiki tables, among others 697

and can have different formulations as part of the 698

fact-checking pipeline (see Section 2). All these 699

can guide human fact checkers through the process 700

of fact checking, and can point them to relevant 701

evidence. Moreover, the wisdom of the crowd can 702

be a powerful instrument in the fight against mis- 703

and disinformation (Pennycook and Rand, 2019), 704

but we should note that vocal minorities can de- 705

rail public discourse (Scannell et al., 2021). These 706

risks can be mitigated by taking into account the 707

credibility of the user or of the information source. 708

5 Conclusion 709

We surveyed the current state-of-the-art in stance 710

detection for mis- and disinformation detection. 711

We explored applications of stance for detecting 712

fake news, verifying rumours, identifying miscon- 713

ceptions, and fact checking. We also discussed 714

existing approaches used in different aspects of 715

the aforementioned tasks, and we outlined several 716

interesting phenomena, which we summarised as 717

lessons learned and promising future trends. 718
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A What is Stance?1485

In order to understand the task of stance detec-1486

tion, we first provide definitions of stance and the1487

stance-taking process. Biber and Finegan (1988)1488

define stance as the expression of a speaker’s stand-1489

point and judgement towards a given proposition.1490

Further, Du Bois (2007)) define stance as “A pub-1491

lic act by a social actor, achieved dialogically1492

through overt communicative means, of simulta-1493

neously evaluating objects, positioning subjects1494

(self and others), and aligning with other subjects,1495

with respect to any salient dimension of the socio-1496

cultural field”, showing that the stance-taking pro-1497

cess is affected not only by one’s personal opinion,1498

but also by other external factors such as cultural1499

norms, roles in the institution of the family, etc.1500

Here, we adopt the general definition for stance1501

detection from Küçük and Can (2020): “for an1502

input in the form of a piece of text and a target1503

pair, stance detection is a classification problem1504

where the stance of the author of the text is sought1505

in the form of a category label from this set: Fa-1506

vor, Against, Neither. Occasionally, the category1507

label of Neutral is also added to the set of stance1508

categories (Mohammad et al., 2016), and the tar-1509

get may or may not be explicitly mentioned in the1510

text (Augenstein et al., 2016; Mohammad et al.,1511

2016). Note that the stance detection definitions1512

and the label inventories vary somewhat, depending1513

on the target application (see Section 2).1514

Finally, stance detection can be distinguished1515

from several other closely related NLP tasks: (i) bi-1516

ased language detection, where the existence of an1517

inclination or tendency towards a particular per-1518

spective within a text is explored; (ii) emotion1519

recognition, where the goal is to recognise emo-1520

tions such as love, anger, sadness, etc. in the text;1521

(iii) perspective identification, which aims to find1522

the point-of-view of the author (e.g., Democrat1523

vs. Republican) and the target is always explicit;1524

(iv) sarcasm detection, where the interest is in satir-1525

ical or ironic pieces of text, which are often written1526

with the intent of ridicule or mockery; (v) sentiment1527

analysis, which determines the polarity of a piece1528

of text.1529

B Examples of Stance1530

As outlined in Section 2, there are different for-1531

mulations in which the task of stance definition is1532

materialised. In Table 2, we present some instances1533

of these as exemplified by different stance detec-1534

tion datasets. The topic towards which the stance is 1535

assessed can vary e.g. Headline, Comment, Claim, 1536

Topic etc., which differ in length and form making 1537

modelling the task difficult. Further, the context 1538

where the stance is expressed can vary in not only 1539

in its domain (e.g., News in Ferreira and Vlachos 1540

(2016) and Twitter in Qazvinian et al. (2011)), but 1541

also in its structure, as seen in the example of mul- 1542

tiple evidence sentences from Thorne et al. (2018) 1543

and threaded comments from Gorrell et al. (2019). 1544

In a more detailed view of Table 2, we see that 1545

each group of examples has its own important 1546

specifics that alter the task of stance detection for 1547

mis- and disinformation detection. 1548

Figure 2a shows an example from the News do- 1549

main, where we have a headline and a whole article 1550

body, and the goal is to find how are the two re- 1551

lated in terms of the body’s stance(s) towards the 1552

headline. In this scenario, the models need to be 1553

able to handle very long documents, on one hand, 1554

and on the other to reason over multiple pieces of 1555

the text, that might potentially express different 1556

stances. It is possible to simplify that task by ex- 1557

tracting a summary of the news article, beforehand, 1558

and evaluating only its stance, as shown in Fig- 1559

ure 2d. Nonetheless, obtaining these summaries is 1560

not a trivial task, either they need to be extracted 1561

by a human annotator (e.g., journalist), which is 1562

time consuming and can be expensive, but also can 1563

require apriori knowledge for the headline/topic of 1564

interest, as the article might have more than one 1565

highlight (or viewpoint), another possibility for 1566

obtaining the summary can be machine summarisa- 1567

tion, which can be noisy, and prone to errors. 1568

Stances oftentimes are expressed in social me- 1569

dia websites such as Twitter, Facebook, Reddit, 1570

etc. We illustrate two such scenarios in Figures 2b 1571

and 2e. In contrast to the usually long and well- 1572

written news documents, social media posts are 1573

mostly short in length, and depend on additional 1574

context such as the previous posts in a conversa- 1575

tional thread (Figure 2e), or external URLs and 1576

implicit topics (Figure 2b). Moreover, these texts 1577

also need normalisation, as users tend to use slurs, 1578

emojis and other types of informal language. 1579

Next, in Figure 2c we highlight another interest- 1580

ing setup – claim verification using multiple evi- 1581

dences. Here, the reasoning is carried in multiple 1582

hops over a set of texts. In particular, there might 1583

2For illustrative purposes the text is trimmed to include
only the relevant passage.
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Headline: Robert Plant Ripped up $800M Led Zeppelin
Reunion Contract
N Body: ...Led Zeppelin’s Robert Plant turned down £500
MILLION to reform supergroup.. -

(a) Example from Pomerleau and Rao (2017)

Topic: Sarah Palin getting divorced?
7 Tweet: OneRiot.com - Palin Denies First Dude Divorce
Rumors http://url ,
Topic: N/A (Implicit)
7 Tweet: Wow, that is fascinating! I hope you never mock
our proud Scandi heritage again. 8

(b) Examples from Qazvinian et al. (2011) and Derczynski et al.
(2017)

Claim: The Rodney King riots took place in the most
populous county in the USA.
·iki Evidence 1: The 1992 Los Angeles riots, also
known as the Rodney King riots were a series of riots,
lootings, arsons, and civil disturbances that occurred in Los
Angeles County, California in April and May 1992.
·iki Evidence 2: Los Angeles County, officially the
County of Los Angeles, is the most populous county in the
USA. -

(c) Example from Thorne et al. (2018)

Headline: Jess Smith of Chatham, Kent was the smiling
sun baby in the Teletubbies TV show
N Summary 1: Canterbury Christ Church University
student Jess Smith, from Chatham, starred as Teletubbies
sun -
N Summary 2: This College Student Claims She Was
The Teletubbies Sun Baby ,

(d) Example from Ferreira and Vlachos (2016)

7\
u1: We understand that there are two gunmen and up to a dozen hostages inside the cafe under siege at Sydney.. ISIS flags
remain on display #7News -

u2: @u1 not ISIS flags ,
u3: @u1 sorry - how do you know its an ISIS flag? Can you actually confirm that? å

u4: @u3 no she cant cos its actually not ,
u5: @u1 More on situation at Martin Place in Sydney, AU LINK 8
u6: @u1 Have you actually confirmed its an ISIS flag or are you talking shit å

(e) Example from Gorrell et al. (2019)

Table 2: Illustrative examples for different stance detection scenarios included in our survey. We annotate the
expressed stance with - (support, for), , (deny, against), å (query), and 8 (comment).

not exists a single passage from a document/post1584

that supports/refutes the claim, directly. In that1585

case a large enough chain of evidence is needed,1586

that can cover a sufficient amount of contextual1587

knowledge, for can allow the model (or a person)1588

to assess the veracity of a given claim.1589

Finally, the examples in Figure 2 demonstrate1590

that stance can be used for mis- and disinformation1591

information in different ways: (i) directly, as in the1592

examples in Figures 2a and 2b, or (ii) as multiple1593

viewpoints, which are later aggregated into a final1594

decision label, Figure 2c, 2d and 2e.1595

We thoroughly discuss all of the aforementioned1596

setups in Section 2, including the publicly available1597

datasets that focus on stance in the context of mis-1598

and disinformation identification.1599

C Additional Formulations of Stance as1600

a Component1601

Beyond the approaches outlined in Section 2.2,1602

stance has also been used in detecting misconcep-1603

tions and profiling of media sources as part of the1604

fact-checking pipeline. We describe work follow-1605

ing those formulations here.1606

Misconceptions Hossain et al. (2020) focused 1607

on detecting misinformation related to COVID-19, 1608

based on a set of known misconceptions listed in 1609

Wikipedia. In particular, they evaluated the ve- 1610

racity of a tweet depending on whether it agrees, 1611

disagrees, or has no stance with respect to a subset 1612

of misconceptions most relevant to it. This may 1613

allow fact-checkers to assess the veracity of dubi- 1614

ous content in a convenient way by evaluating the 1615

stance of a claim regarding already checked stories, 1616

known misconceptions, and facts. 1617

Media profiling Stance detection has been also 1618

used for media profiling. Stefanov et al. (2020) ex- 1619

plored the feasibility of an unsupervised approach 1620

for identifying the political leanings (left, center, or 1621

right bias) of media outlets and influential people 1622

on Twitter based on their stance on controversial 1623

topics. They built clusters of users around core vo- 1624

cal ones based on their behaviour on Twitter such 1625

as retweeting, using the procedure proposed by 1626

Darwish et al. (2020). This is an important step 1627

towards understanding media biases. 1628

The reliability of entire news media sources has 1629

been automatically estimated based on their stance 1630
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with respect to known manually fact-checked1631

claims, without access to gold labels for the overall1632

medium-level factuality of reporting (Mukherjee1633

and Weikum, 2015; Popat et al., 2017, 2018). The1634

assumption in such methods is that reliable media1635

agree with true claims and disagree with false ones,1636

while for unreliable media, the situation is reversed.1637

The trustworthiness of Web sources has also been1638

studied from a Data Analytics perspective. For1639

instance, Dong et al. (2015) proposed that a trust-1640

worthy source is one that contains very few false1641

claims.1642

More recently, Baly et al. (2018a) used gold1643

labels from Media Bias/Fact Check,3 and a vari-1644

ety of information sources: articles published by1645

the medium, what is said about the medium on1646

Wikipedia, metadata from its Twitter profile, URL1647

structure, and traffic information. In follow-up1648

work, (Baly et al., 2019b) used the same represen-1649

tation to jointly predict a medium’s factuality of1650

reporting (high vs. mixed vs. low) and its bias1651

(left vs. center vs. right) on an ordinal scale, in1652

a multi-task ordinal regression setup. Baly et al.1653

(2020) extended the information sources to include1654

Facebook followers and speech signals from the1655

news medium’s channel on YouTube (if any). Fi-1656

nally, Hounsel et al. (2020) proposed to use domain,1657

certificate, and hosting information about the in-1658

frastructure of the hosting website.1659

D State-of-the-art1660

Table 3 lists the state-of-the-art (SOTA) results1661

for each dataset discussed in Section 2 and Ta-1662

ble 1. The datasets vary in the task formulation1663

and in their composition in terms of size, number1664

of classes, class imbalance, topics, metrics, etc. All1665

of these factors impact performance, leading to1666

sizable differences in the final score, as discussed1667

Section 3, and hence rendering them not directly1668

comparable to one another.1669

E Systems and Applications1670

The systems and applications below use stance de-1671

tection as part of a pipeline for identifying mis-1672

and disinformation, see Section 3 for more details1673

about the methods.1674

Popat et al. (2018) proposed CredEye, a sys-1675

tem for automatic credibility assessment of textual1676

3http://mediabiasfactcheck.com
4The result from dominiks can be found at https://

competitions.codalab.org/competitions/18814#results

Paper Dataset Score Metric

Hardalov et al. (2021a) Rumour Has It 71.2 F1macro

Kumar et al. (2019) PHEME 53.2 F1macro

Hardalov et al. (2021a) Emergent 86.2 F1macro

Guderlei et al. (2020) FNC-1 78.2 F1macro

Yu et al. (2020) RumourEval ’17 50.9 F1macro

Dominiks (2021)∗ FEVER 76.8 FEVER
Wang et al. (2020) Snopes 78.3 F1macro

Yang et al. (2019) RumourEval ’19 61.9 F1macro

Weinzierl et al. (2021) COVIDLies 74.3 F1macro

Liu et al. (2021) TabFact 84.2 Accuracy

Alhindi et al. (2021) Arabic FC 52.? F1macro

Lillie et al. (2019) DAST 42.1 F1macro

Bošnjak and Karan (2019) Croatian 25.8 F1macro

Alhindi et al. (2021) ANS 90.? F1macro

Alhindi et al. (2021) AraStance 78.? F1macro

Table 3: State-of-the-art results on the stance detection
datasets. Note that some papers round their results to
integers, and thus we put ‘?’ for them. ∗Extracted from
the FEVER leaderboard.4

claims. It takes a claim as an input and analyses 1677

its credibility by considering relevant articles from 1678

the Web, by combining the predicted stance of the 1679

articles regarding the claim with linguistic features 1680

to obtain a credibility score (Popat et al., 2017). 1681

Nguyen et al. (2018) designed a prototype fact- 1682

checker Web tool5. Their system leverages a proba- 1683

bilistic graphical model to assess a claim’s veracity 1684

taking into consideration the stance of multiple arti- 1685

cles regarding this claim, the reputation of the news 1686

sources, and the annotators’ reliability. In addition, 1687

it offers explanations to the fact-checkers based on 1688

the aforementioned features, which was shown to 1689

improve the overall user satisfaction and trust in 1690

the predictions. 1691

Zubiaga et al. (2018a) considered a four-step 1692

tracking process as a pipeline for rumour resolu- 1693

tion: (1) rumour detection, which, given a stream 1694

of claims, determines whether they are worth veri- 1695

fying or they do not contain a rumour; (2) rumour 1696

tracking for finding relevant information about the 1697

rumour using social media posts, sentence descrip- 1698

tions, and keywords; (3) stance classification to 1699

collect stances towards that rumour; and (4) verac- 1700

ity classification to aggregate the information from 1701

the tracking component, the collected stances, and 1702

optionally other relevant information about sources, 1703

metadata about the users, etc., to predict a truth 1704

value for the rumour. Possible methods that can 1705

be applied at each step in the pipeline were also 1706

discussed in more detail. 1707

5http://fcweb.pythonanywhere.com/
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Wen et al. (2018) worked in a cross-lingual cross-1708

platform rumour verification setup. They included1709

multimodal content from fake and from real posts1710

with images or videos shared on Twitter. For this1711

purpose, they collected supporting documents from1712

two search engines, Google and Baidu, which they1713

then used for veracity evaluation. They considered1714

posts in two languages, English and Chinese. They1715

trained their stance model on English data (FNC-1716

1) using pre-trained multilingual sentence embed-1717

dings, and further added cross-platform features in1718

their final neural model.1719

Nadeem et al. (2019) developed FAKTA, an1720

system for automatic end-to-end fact-checking of1721

claims. It retrieves relevant articles from Wikipedia1722

and selected media sources, which are used for ver-1723

ification. FAKTA uses a stance detection model,1724

trained in a FEVER setting, to predict the stance1725

and to obtain entailed spans. These predictions,1726

combined with linguistic analysis, are used to pro-1727

vide both document- and sentence-level explana-1728

tions and a factuality score.1729

Nguyen et al. (2020) proposed the Factual News1730

Graph (FANG) model, which models the social1731

context for fake news detection. In particular,1732

FANG uses the stance of user comments with re-1733

spect to the target news article, and also temporality,1734

user-user interactions, article-source interactions,1735

and source reliability information.1736
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